



Therefore. the use of the following integraI representa-
tion for the incomplete r-function [14J
v-l -l't
t e ,
for x > O and Rel'>O, leads us to the expression








Obviously, in the special case y = m, where m is a
positive integer, the expressioo (3.3) reduces to a finite
sum of incomplete r-functions, specifically:
m m
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4. A RECURRENCE RELATION.
The following recurrence relation holds:
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) =~(a,a,y;x) - ~(a,a,y-l;x).
Furthermore, integrating by parts we obtain from (1.6):

















Now using (4.2), the integraI on the right hand side
of (4.3) can be exptessed as
(4.4)








- ~(a+l,a,y;x) -~(a+l,a,y-l;x)+a ~(a,a,y;x)-~(a,a,y-l;x)
-
Finally, inserting (4.4) into (4.3) we get the recurrence
formula (4.1).
Notice that for y = l, the relation (4.1) gives for any
value of a and a:
-
(4 .5) r(a-a+l,x) a-a-l -x= x e +(a-a)r(a-a,x),
which is the well-known recurrence relation for the incomplete
r-function [15).
